Abstract. Pleural effusion (PE) is a common manifestation associated with certain chest diseases. However, there is no effective diagnostic marker with high sensitivity and specificity. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the diagnostic performance of several biomarkers in the use of detecting malignant pleural disorder. One hundred and fifty patients with a specific diagnosis of exudative PE were enrolled in this study and were divided into the benign PE group (n=93) and the malignant PE group (n=57). Thoracoscopy was conducted to identify the reasons for the PE. Biomarkers in pleural fluid and in sera were determined either by microparticle enzyme immunoassay [carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)], fluorescence immunoassay [procalcitonin (PCT)] or light-scattering turbidimetric immunoassay [C-reaction protein (CRP)]. Then, correlation analysis and receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis individually or in combination were performed. The CRP and PCT levels were higher in benign PE than they were in malignant PE (PCT: P=0.017, P=0.032; CRP: P=0.001, P<0.001, respectively), while CEA levels were lower in benign PE than in malignant PE (CEA: P=0.001, P=0.001, respectively). During the ROC curve analysis, an optimal discrimination was identified by combining pleural CRP, pleural CEA and serum (s)PCT with an area under the curve of 0.973 (sensitivity, 98.
Introduction
Pleural effusion (PE) is divided into exudative effusion and transudative effusion. Exudative effusion is predominantly caused by diseases such as infection or cancers. Transudative effusion is mainly caused by diseases such as heart failure, liver failure and kidney malfunction (1) . A large proportion of pleural inflammation is caused by bacterial infection, especially mycobacterium tuberculosis accompanied by benign PE. By contrast, many types of tumours that metastasize toparapneumonic effusion from other types of effusion (23) . To increase the sensitivity and specificity of PE discrimination, we intended to evaluate the diagnostic performance of PCT, CRP and CEA for detecting malignant pleural disorders.
Materials and methods

Subjects.
One hundred and fifty patients with a specific diagnosis of exudative PE at the Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing University of Traditional Chinese Medicine were enrolled in this study from January 2016 to April 2017. Another group including 43 patients with exudative PE from December 2017 to March 2018 was considered to verify the effect of the combined biomarkers in detecting malignant pleural disorders. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing University of Traditional Chinese Medicine. All subjects agreed the study and signed informed consent letters.
An initial diagnostic thoracocentesis for microbiological, biochemical, and cytological studies was performed in all patients, and thoracoscopy was conducted to identify the disorder. The determination of PE aetiology was based on criteria as follows: Malignant PEs were confirmed through cytological and/or histological examination, most originating from tumours metastasized to lung tissue or lung cancer in situ. Benign PEs were from empyema, pneumonia and tuberculosis patients. The levels of CRP, PCT and CEA in pleural fluid and serum were analysed in all patients before any treatment.
Measurement of PCT, CEA and CRP levels.
Five millilitres of pleural fluid from each patient was collected in the course of thoracocentesis and/or pleural biopsy. The pleural fluid was centrifuged at 3,500 rpm for 10 min at 4˚C, and supernatants was obtained and stored at -20˚C. Simultaneously, 5 ml of blood from each patient was obtained for serum samples. The levels of PCT were measured by a Getein1100 fluorescence immunity analyser (Getein Biotech, Inc., Nanjing, China) with a functional assay sensitivity of 0.1 ng/ml. The CRP levels were detected by a QuikRead go immunity analyser (Orion Diagnostica Oy, Inc., Espoo, Finland) with a functional assay sensitivity of 1.0 mg/l. The CEA levels were detected by a Unicel Dxi800 microparticle chemiluminescence immunity analyser (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Brea, CA, USA ) with a functional assay sensitivity of 0.1 ng/ml. All levels were analysed according to manufacturers' instructions.
Statistical analysis. Since the data were not normally distributed, they were expressed as medians (interquartile range). We used the Mann-Whitney U test and Fisher's exact test for nonparametric variables to compare the differences. McNemar's test was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the combined biomarkers. The P-values were corrected for the number of comparisons using the Bonferroni method, and all tests were two-tailed. Spearman's rank test was used for correlation assessments. ROCs were analysed to determine the optimal cut-off values, and the area under the curve (AUC) values were compared to select the variables that predict the differentiation. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences software, version 16.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Table I . These two groups included 77 men and 73 women, and patients studied were mainly older than 40 years of age, with a mean age of 70 years. There were no differences in terms of age and sex between groups. Under ultrasound, a large overlap in pleural effusion capacity was found between the benign and malignant pleural disorders. Nevertheless, cases with a large amount of fluid were more common in malignant pleural disorders.
Results
Clinical
As shown in Table I and Fig. 1 , the positive rate of white blood cell (WBC) count in all participating populations was 94.1%, while the positive rate of neutrophil (NE) was 73.8%. However, neither WBCs counts nor NE percentages were different between the groups. The pleural PCT, pleural CRP, sPCT and sCRP levels were markedly higher in benign patients. By contrast, the pleural CEA and sCEA levels were substantially lower in benign patients. Although the levels of adenosine deaminase (ADA) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) in several tuberculosis PE patients were much higher, no significant differences were observed between the benign and malignant PEs.
Subgroup analysis of benign populations.
To explore whether there were significant differences between pneumonia and empyema and tuberculous PE, a subgroup analysis of these groups was performed, and the statistical relevance of this analysis was negative, as shown in Table II .
Descriptive analysis of parameters determined in sera and in pleural fluid. It was worth mentioning that the levels of PCT, CRP and CEA in both the pleural fluid and serum varied over a wide range. Similarly, the effusion/serum ratios of PCT, CRP and CEA also varied over a wide range, especially for CEA, nevertheless, there were no significant differences between benign and malignant patients, as shown in Table III .
Correlation analysis of CRP, CEA, PCT and WBC in pleural fluid and in sera.
To assay the values of the abovementioned markers to discriminate between benign and malignant PE, correlation analysis of CRP, CEA, PCT and WBC in the pleural fluid and serum were performed. As shown in Table IV and Fig. 2 , a significant positive correlation between pleural PCT and sPCT was found (Spearman's r=0.857; P<0.001). Meanwhile, a positive correlation between the pleural CEA and sCEA levels was also found (Spearman's r=0.581; P<0.001); no correlation was found for CRP (Spearman's r=0.337; P<0.001). Additionally, there were no correlations between the pleural PCT and pleural CRP, or sPCT and sCRP levels (Spearman's r=0.367, P<0.001; Spearman's r=0.178; P<0.001, respectively).
Use of cut-off values of individual biomarker or in combination for discrimination between benign and malignant PE.
For individual biomarkers, discrimination was identified at a cut-off point of 5.70 mg/l for pleural CEA with an AUC of 0.872 (sensitivity: 89.2%, specificity: 87.7%), and 16.9 mg/l for sCRP with an AUC of 0.825 (sensitivity: 69.9%, specificity: 43.9%); the cut-off values and AUC values are displayed in Fig. 3 and Table V . As an individual predictor of malignant PE, pleural CEA exhibited a better diagnostic performance with a greater AUC value than did the other markers (P<0.001). Nevertheless, sCEA exhibited poor diagnostic performance compared to that of the others, with the lowest AUC value (P= 0.001). For the discrimination between benign and malignant PE, CEA in pleural fluid and serum had better sensitivity than did other biomarkers (sensitivity: 90.3, 89.2%, respectively), as well as superior negative predictive value (NPV). By contrast, PCT in pleural fluid and serum exhibited lower sensitivity and higher specificity (sensitivity: 54.8, 63.1%; specificity: 96.5, 93.0%), as well as superior positive predictive value (PPV). On ROC curve analysis, optimal discrimination between benign and malignant PE was obtained by pleural CRP, pleural CEA and sPCT with area under the curve (AUC) of 0.973 (sensitivity: 98.9%, specificity: 89.5%), with the highest accuracy (95.3%). During our analysis, pleural CRP, pleural CEA and sPCT exhibited higher PPV and NPV. This result suggested that as the pleural CEA level increased, the sPCT and pleural CRP levels decreased, and the predictive value of malignant PE was credible. Conversely, as the pleural CEA levels declined, the sPCT and pleural CRP levels increased, and the predictive value for benign PE was credible. In conclusion, the predictive ability of combined biomarkers, including pleural CRP, pleural CEA and sPCT was much higher than were other combinations.
Coincidence rate of combined biomarkers in detecting malignant pleural disorders. To see the effect of the combined biomarkers on detecting malignant pleural disorders, we verified the biomarkers in another group of patients. As before, we divided the patients into two groups. The benign group included 23 cases of benign PE: 6 cases of empyema, 14 cases of pneumonia and 3 cases of tuberculosis. The malignant group included 20 cases of malignant PE: 12 cases of lung cancer and 8 cases of cancers metastasized to lung. In accordance with the combined biomarkers, 19 cases were verified as benign among 23 cases of benign pleural disorders. Meanwhile, 18 cases were verified as malignant among 20 cases of malignant pleural disorders (Table VI) . Cytological and/or histological examinations were used to confirm the nature of the pleural disorder. The coincidence rate was 86.0%. According to McNemar's test, there were no differences in the predictive value of the combined biomarkers compared to that of the golden standard. The biomarkers were particularly helpful in detecting malignant pleural disorders.
Discussion
The conventional cytology method is deficient for diagnosis of the types of PE, especially for distinguishing malignant PE from benign PE (2, (24) (25) (26) . In recent years, research has been done to find an effective diagnosis method. Individual tumour marker analysis cannot provide an accurate diagnosis to determine whether a disease in a patient with PE is malignant or not. Generally, it is due to low sensitivity and specificity. Over the past decade, there have been many reports regarding the clinical utility of tumour markers in PE diagnosis (4,7,9,11,27-29), however, the sensitivity and specificity of these markers for discriminating between benign and malignant PE remain controversial (28) . Sometimes, the combination of inappropriate tumour markers was useless, especially when the primary tumour site was unknown (25) .
In our study, we found that CEA levels both in pleural fluid and in serum were elevated in malignant PE patients.
Furthermore, as a single biomarker, pleural CEA was much better at discriminating between benign and malignant PE because of its greater AUC area. However, it restricted its usefulness to discrimination with low specificity. As a consequence, it is extremely important to find some reliable and rapid markers, or combinations of markers, that are capable of discriminating malignant from benign PE. Therefore, some indicators other than tumour markers are recommended by this study. Due to the main cause of exudative pleural effusion being inflammation or tumour, we used inflammatory markers in combination with tumour markers in order to improve the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity in discrimination between benign and malignant PE.
In the present study, some inflammation indicators, including PCT and CRP, were chosen. However, PCT was different from CRP because of its different response to antibiotic therapy. The reliability of these indicators used alone or in combination as diagnostic markers was investigated. As an acute-phase reaction protein, CRP was used to screen for inflammation, including pleural infections. However, some studies reported that CRP exhibited low sensitivity and specificity for predicting lower respiratory tract infections (30) . In our study, CRP was superior to PCT in terms of sensitivity but was inferior to PCT in terms of specificity. On the other hand, CRP was superior to PCT in terms of NPV but was inferior to PCT in terms of PPV. As an inflammatory biomarker, PCT is more rapid than is CRP for the detection of inflammation (31) (32) (33) . Furthermore, pleural PCT exhibited the highest specificity for discrimination between benign and malignant PE. We found that there was no correlation between PCT and CRP levels in pleural fluid and serum in our study. To elevate the sensitivity, it was necessary to combine these inflammatory biomarkers.
According to our study, both PCT and CRP levels were significantly higher in benign PE patients than in malignant PE patients, whether in the pleural fluid or in serum. To evaluate the diagnostic value of the above-mentioned biomarkers, we performed ROC analysis. The results revealed that the combined biomarkers, including pleural CRP, pleural CEA and sPCT, were much more valuable than were any individual biomarker, while improving the diagnostic sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. The data are presented as the median (interquartile range); interquartile range, 25th to 75th percentile; CRP, C-reactive protein; PCT, procalcitonin; CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; PE, pleural effusion. Table III . Descriptive analysis of parameters determined in sera and in pleural fluid and their PE/sera ratio (n=100). In conclusion, our data demonstrated that combinations of biomarkers, including pleural CRP, pleural CEA and sPCT had better diagnostic performance. Although we evaluated the value of combined biomarkers, there were limitations. As mentioned above, almost all malignant PE patients resulted from tumours, some of whom may have had accompanying pneumonia or empyema. Lack of differentiation in grouping might have influenced our findings. Further studies are necessary to validate our results.
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